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Abstract
Friedland (1981) showed that for a nonnegative square matrix A, the
spectral radius r(eDA) is a log-convex functional over the real diagonal
matrices D. He showed that for fully indecomposable A, log r(eDA) is
strictly convex over D1,D2 if and only if D1 −D2 6= c I for any c ∈ R.
Here the condition of full indecomposability is shown to be replaceable
by the weaker condition that A and A⊤A be irreducible, which is the
sharpest possible replacement condition. Irreducibility of both A and
A
⊤
A is shown to be equivalent to irreducibility of A2 and A⊤A, which
is the condition for a number of strict inequalities on the spectral radius
found in Cohen, Friedland, Kato, and Kelly (1982). Such ‘two-fold irre-
ducibility’ is equivalent to joint irreducibility of A,A2,A⊤A, and AA⊤,
or in combinatorial terms, equivalent to the directed graph of A being
strongly connected and the simple bipartite graph of A being connected.
Additional ancillary results are presented.
1 Introduction
We begin with a theorem of Friedland on the log-convexity of the spectral radius
of a nonnegative matrix (‘superconvexity’ as Kingman [17] called it).
Theorem 1 (Friedland Theorem 4.2 [10]). Let Dn be the set of n×n real-valued
diagonal matrices. Let r(A) refer to the spectral radius of a matrix A. Let A
be a fixed n × n non-negative matrix having a positive spectral radius. Define
R : Dn → R by R(D) := log r(e
DA). Then R(D) is a convex functional on Dn.
Specifically: for every D1,D2 ∈ Dn,
R((D1 +D2)/2) ≤ (R(D1) +R(D2))/2. (1)
Moreover, if A is irreducible and the diagonal entries of A are positive (or A
is fully indecomposable) then equality holds in (1) if and only if
D1 −D2 = c I (2)
for some c ∈ R, where I is the identity matrix.
1
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In a recent paper, Cohen [7] asks whether a weaker condition may be sub-
stituted in the theorem for the condition that A be fully indecomposable. In
particular, Cohen asks whether A being primitive would suffice.
Here, these questions are answered: yes — the condition that A is fully
indecomposable can be weakened; but no — the condition that A be primitive
is too weak. A condition is found in between these two that can be substituted
in the theorem — that A⊤A be irreducible — and it will be shown that this
condition is the sharpest possible. The combination of irreducible A and A⊤A
is shown to be equivalent to the condition found for several strict inequalities
in [8], which is that A2 and A⊤A be irreducible.
Several ancillary results are also presented. Specific counterexamples are
constructed for full indecomposability and primitivity: 1) partly decomposable
matrices that nevertheless require D1 − D2 = c I for equality in (1), and 2)
primitive matrices that produce equality in (1) even though D1 −D2 6= c I.
2 Main Question
In Theorem 1, the equality in (1) resulting fromD1−D2 = c I is readily verified
for the ‘if’ direction. What is of interest is therefore the ‘only if’ direction. This
is formalized as follows:
Definition 1 (Property 1). An nonnegative n × n matrix A is said to have
Property 1 when
1. the equality
log r(e(1−t)C+tDA) = (1− t) log r(eCA) + t log r(eDA), (3)
for C,D ∈ Dn and some t ∈ (0, 1), implies C−D is a scalar matrix, i.e.
C−D = c I (4)
for some c ∈ R;
2. or equivalently, C−D being nonscalar implies for all t ∈ (0, 1) that
log r(e(1−t)C+tDA) < (1− t) log r(eCA) + t log r(eDA). (5)
Irreducibility is central to Property 1, so it is now defined. First some
notation needs to be described:
An n× n matrix is represented as [Aij ]
n
i,j=1 ≡ [Aij ]i,j∈{1,...,n} ≡ A.
The (i, j) element of matrix A is represented by [A]ij ≡ Aij .
A > 0, x > 0 means all elements of matrix A or vector x are strictly positive.
D := diag[Di] means a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Di.
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Two equivalent properties are typically used to define irreducibility:
Definition 2 (Irreducibility, Definition 1 [11, p. 50]). An n× n square matrix
A is called irreducible if the index set {1, 2, . . . , n} cannot be partitioned into
two nonempty sets S1,S2 such that
Aij = 0 for all i ∈ S1, j ∈ S2.
Definition 3 (Irreducibility, Definition 2 [11, p. 50]). An n× n square matrix
A is called irreducible if there is no permutation matrix P such that
A = P
[
A1 012
A21 A2
]
P⊤,
where P⊤ is the transpose of P, A1, A2, and A21 are p × p, q × q, and q × p
matrices respectively, 012 is a p× q matrix of zeros, and p+ q = n, p, q ≥ 1.
Definition 4 (Reducibility). A square matrix is called reducible if it is not
irreducible.
For nonnegative matrices, Seneta [22, Definition 1.6, p. 18](also used in [20,
p. 61]) defines irreducibility in the following way, but as Gantmacher [11] shows,
this is a consequence of the definitions above:
Corollary 2 (Irreducibility, Nonnegative Matrices [11, Corollary, p. 52]). An
n×n nonnegative matrix A is irreducible if for every pair (i, j) of its index set,
there exists a positive integer m ≡ m(i, j) such that [Am]ij > 0.
Equivalent to irreducibility is the following key property (usually stated as
strong connectivity of the associated directed graph of a matrix, but stated more
directly here).
Theorem 3 ([5, Theorem 3.2.1]). A square matrix A is irreducible if and only
if, for each pair of indices (i, j) there is a sequence of nonzero elements from i
to j, (Aih1 , Ah1h2 , . . . , Ahp,j) or Aij 6= 0.
3 Results
We wish to know the properties of A that are necessary and sufficient to yield
Property 1. First it is shown that irreducibility of A is a necessary condition.
Theorem 4. Reducible nonnegative matrices never have Property 1.
Proof. This is established by constructingC andD such that C−D is nonscalar
but (3) holds.
The spectrum of a reducible matrix is the union of the spectra of the irre-
ducible diagonal block matrices of its Frobenius normal form [15, p. 29-11]. Its
spectral radius is thus the maximum of the spectral radii of these diagonal block
matrices.
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The Frobenius normal form of a reducible matrix may be represented as a
partition of the indices into disjoint nonempty sets F1, . . . ,Fν where ν ≥ 2.
So F1 ∪ F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fν = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The irreducible diagonal block matrices
are A1, . . . ,Aν , each of them being principal submatrices of A, where Ak :=
[Aij ]i,j∈Fk . Thus r(A) = maxk=1,...,ν r(Ak).
In terms of the Frobenius normal form of eDA,
r(eDA) = max
k=1,...,ν
r(eDkAk),
where eDkAk := [e
DiAij ]i,j∈Fk . Let h be one of the maximal blocks, i.e. where
r(eDhAh) = r(e
DA). Now, construct C from D thus:
{
Ch = Dh + chIh
Ck = Dk k 6= h.
where ch > 0. Clearly C−D is not scalar. For block h, (14) becomes
log r(e[(1−t)Ch+tDh]Ah) = log r(e
[(1−t)(Dh+chIh)+tDh]Ah)
= log r(e(1−t)ch eDhAh) = (1−t)ch + log r(e
DhAh)
= (1−t)(ch + log r(e
DhAh)) + t log r(e
DhAh)
= (1−t) log r(e(Dh+chIh)Ah) + t log r(e
DhAh)
= (1−t) log r(eChAh) + t log r(e
DhAh). (6)
Thus equality holds in (14) for block h. Since ch > 0, for all k 6= h and t ∈ [0, 1],
r(e[(1−t)Ch+tDh]Ah) = (1−t)ch + log r(e
DhAh) ≥ r(e
DhAh) ≥ r(e
DkAk),
so block h remains a maximal block for all t ∈ [0, 1], hence
r(e[(1−t)Ch+tDh]Ah) = r(e
[(1−t)C+tD]A).
Thus, the equality (6) implies the equality (3). Since (3) holds even though
C−D is nonscalar, A does not have Property 1.
The principal tool to be used next is the set of general necessary and sufficient
conditions found by Nussbaum [20, Theorem 1.1, pp. 63–68] for strict log-
convexity of the spectral radius of irreducible nonnegative matrices over certain
forms of variation. Nussbaum [20, Remark 1.2, pp. 69–70] applies these methods
to the particular case of Theorem 4.2 of [10].
So as to be self-contained, relevant excerpts are presented here of Nussbaum’s
Theorem 1.1 [20], which subsumes the theorems in [17], [6], and [10, Theorems
4.1, 4.2]. The excerpts also include the relevant parts of Nussbaum’s proof.
Theorem 5 (Nussbaum [20], Theorem 1.1 Excerpt).
Let A and B be nonnegative irreducible n× n matrices. Let a and b be the
Perron vectors of A and B, so Aa = r(A)a and Bb = r(B)b. Let Da and Db
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refer to the diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are from the vectors a
and b, respectively.
Define the following ‘log-convex combinations’: the n× n matrix
A(1−t) ◦B(t) := [A1−tij B
t
ij ]
n
i,j=1. (7)
and the n-vector
a(1−t) ◦ b(t) := [a1−tij b
t
ij ]
n
i=1. (8)
Then for all t ∈ [0, 1],
r
(
A(1−t) ◦B(t)
)
≤ r(A)1−t r(B)t,
with equality for some t ∈ (0, 1) if and only if
B =
r(B)
r(A)
E−1AE, (9)
where E := DaD
−1
b
, and in this case equality holds for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Nussbaum’s proof. The product of the log-convex combinations A(1−t) ◦ B(t)
and a(1−t) ◦ b(t) manifests Ho¨lder’s inequality. For each i = 1, . . . , n:
n∑
j=1
(Aijaj)
1−t(Bijbj)
t ≤
( n∑
j=1
Aijaj
)1−t( n∑
j=1
Bijbj
)t
(10)
= (r(A) ai)
1−t (r(B) bi)
t,
or, in vector form,
(A(1−t) ◦B(t))(a(1−t) ◦ b(t)) ≤ r(A)1−tr(B)t (a(1−t) ◦ b(t)), (11)
with equality for some t ∈ (0, 1) if and only if, for each i, the terms in each sum
on the right of (10) are proportional, i.e. there exists γi such that
Bijbj = γiAijaj , j = 1, . . . , n. (12)
Summation over j in (12) gives
n∑
j=1
Bijbj = r(B) bi = γi
n∑
j=1
Aijaj = γi r(A) ai,
hence γi is solved:
γi =
r(B)
r(A)
bi
ai
.
With this, the equality conditions (12) can be rewritten as
Bij =
r(B)
r(A)
bi
ai
Aij
aj
bj
, i, j = 1, . . . , n, (13)
which is the derivation for (9).
The desired term r(A(1−t) ◦B(t)) emerges from application of the Subinvari-
ance theorem to (11).
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Theorem 6 (Subinvariance [22, Theorem 1.6, p. 23]). For any irreducible
nonnegative matrix H and nonnegative vector y, if Hy ≤ sy, then y > 0 and
r(H) ≤ s, with equality if and only if Hy = r(H)y.
Here, H = A(1−t) ◦B(t), y = a(1−t) ◦b(t), and s = r(A)1−t r(B)t. Therefore
r(A(1−t) ◦B(t)) ≤ r(A)1−t r(B)t,
with equality for some t ∈ (0, 1) if and only if
(A(1−t) ◦B(t)) (a(1−t) ◦ b(t)) = r(A)1−t r(B)t (a(1−t) ◦ b(t))
which is precisely equality in (10), whose conditions are given by (13), in which
case equality holds for all t ∈ [0, 1].
If we let A and B in Theorem 5 be substituted by matrices eCA and eDA
we obtain:
Corollary 7 (Nussbaum’s Remark 1.2 [20]).
Let A be an n×n irreducible nonnegative matrix, and C,D ∈ Dn be diagonal
matrices. Then for all t ∈ [0, 1],
log r(e[(1−t)C+tD]A) ≤ (1−t) log r(eCA) + t log r(eDA), (14)
with equality for some t ∈ (0, 1) if and only if there exists a positive diagonal
matrix E ∈ Dn, and α > 0, such that
eDA = αE−1eCAE, (15)
or in terms of matrix elements,
eDiAij = αE
−1
i e
CiAijEj , i, j = 1, . . . , n. (16)
With this machinery in place, we are ready to analyze Property 1. Define
Li := logEi and ∆ := D −C, i.e. ∆i := Di − Ci. Then (16) is equivalent to
the condition that for each i, j ∈ 1, . . . , n,
Aii = 0, or ∆i = logα j = i; (17)
Aij = 0, or ∆i = logα+ Lj − Li j 6= i. (18)
For A to have Property 1, satisfaction of the set of equalities (17) and (18) must
imply that ∆ = c I.
What are necessary and sufficient conditions on A for (17) and (18) to imply
∆ = c I? We proceed in stages.
Lemma 8. Property 1 depends solely upon the sign pattern of A.
Proof. Whenever Aij > 0, Aij cancels out from both sides of (16), so only the
sign of Aij (by hypothesis constrained to 0 or +) enters into (17) and (18).
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Lemma 9. For irreducible A, if the equality conditions (17) and (18) are met,
and some Li 6= Lj, then ∆ 6= c I for any c ∈ R.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary ∆ = c I. This will be shown to imply that
Li = Lj for all i, j.
Irreducibility of A means by Theorem 3 that for any pair i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
either Aij > 0, or there is a path of positive elements (Ai h1 , Ah1h2 , . . . , Ahpj),
or both. When Aij > 0 then (18) yields ∆i = logα+Lj−Li, and when Aij = 0,
repeated application of (18) to the path (Ai h1 , Ah1h2 , . . . , Ahpj) gives:
∆i = logα+ Lh1 − Li,
∆h1 = logα+ Lh2 − Lh1 ,
. . . (19)
∆hp = logα+ Lj − Lhp .
Summing them and applying the the hypothesis ∆i = c for all i yields
∑
k∈{i,h1,...,hp}
∆k = (p+ 1)c = (p+ 1) logα+ Lj − Li. (20)
The case where Aij > 0 can be accommodated in (20) by letting p = 0.
Irreducibility also implies there must be a reverse path of positive elements
(Aj h′
1
, Ah′
1
h′
2
, . . . , Ah′pi) from j to i, yielding
∑
k∈{j,h′
1
,...,h′
p′
}
∆k = (p
′ + 1)c = (p′ + 1) logα+ Lj − Li. (21)
Summing (20) and (21) yields
(p+ p′ + 2)c = (p+ p′ + 2) logα ⇐⇒ c = logα. (22)
Substitution of ∆i = c = logα in (19) gives
Li = Lh1 = Lh2 = · · · = Lhp = Lj.
so Li = Lj. Since this must hold for every choice of i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, this means
that Li = Lj for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. By contrapositive inference, if some Li 6= Lj ,
then ∆ 6= c I for any c ∈ R.
3.1 Main Results
Theorem 10 (Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Property 1). For a non-
negative matrix A to have Property 1 it is necessary and sufficient that A and
A⊤A be irreducible.
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Proof. Since reducible A do not have Property 1 by Theorem 4, we assume that
A is irreducible, in which case Nussbaum’s [20, Corollary 1.2 ] applies, and will
be used combinatorially. We notice that if two non-diagonal elements in a row
of A are positive, e.g. Aij > 0, Aik > 0, then (18) gives
∆i = logα+ Lj − Li = logα+ Lk − Li
=⇒ Lk = Lj.
Thus, equality relations between the Li variables are the result of a single row
having multiple positive elements Aij > 0. The identity of the row is irrelevant
to the Li values that are equated.
This naturally brings us to the bipartite graph associated with A. Let us
define both the directed graph and the simple bipartite graph associated with
a matrix.
Definition 5 (Associated Directed Graph). The directed graph (also called
digraph) associated with an n× n matrix A consists of a set of n vertices, and
a set of directed edges (also called arcs), where an edge goes from vertex j to
vertex i when Aij 6= 0.
Definition 6 (Associated Bipartite Graph). The simple bipartite graph asso-
ciated with an n ×m matrix A consists of a set X of n vertices corresponding
the row indices of the matrix, a set Y of m vertices corresponding to the column
indices, and a set of undirected edges, where an edge goes between Xi ∈ X and
Yj ∈ Y when Aij 6= 0.
Let us return to the situation in which a row of A has two positive elements,
Aij and Aik. In the bipartite graph associated with A, this means that there
are edges between vertices Yk and Xi, and between Xi and Yj . In other words,
there is a path between vertices Yk and Yj passing through Xi. The existence
of a path, and thus equality of Lj and Lk, can be conveniently represented as
the condition
∑n
i=1AijAik = [A
⊤A]jk 6= 0.
The transitivity of equality means that if there is a path of any length
between Yj and Yk (going back and forth between the Yi’s and the Xi’s), then
Lj = Lk. This occurs if and only if there is some integer m ≥ 1 such that
[(A⊤A)m]jk > 0. When there is some such mjk for every j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, this
makes A⊤A irreducible by Corollary 2.
Therefore, if A⊤A is irreducible in addition to A being irreducible, the
equality conditions (17) and (18) imply Li ≡ L for all i = 1, . . . , n (thus E in
(15) is a scalar matrix), hence ∆i = logα for all i, so ∆ = D − C = logα I,
satisfying (4), hence A has Property 1. The sufficient-part of the theorem is
thus proven.
The necessary-part means that if A⊤A is reducible, then A does not have
Property 1. This means that the equality conditions (16) can be met even while
∆ 6= c I for any c ∈ R.
To show this, let A⊤A be reducible. Then there exist j and k such that
[(A⊤A)m]jk = 0 for all integers m ≥ 1. For this pair j and k there is no m ≥ 1
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that gives positive [(A⊤A)m]jk to imply Lj = Lk. Hence we may set Lj 6= Lk
and still meet (17) and (18). From Lemma 9, this implies that ∆ 6= c I for any
c ∈ R. Thus the equality conditions (17) and (18) do not require ∆ = c I, so A
does not have Property 1.
Application of Theorem 10 allows Theorem 4.2 of [10] to be sharpened as
follows.
Theorem 11 (Sharpening of Friedland’s Theorem 4.2 [10]).
Let Dn be the set of n × n real-valued diagonal matrices. Let A be a fixed
n× n non-negative matrix having a positive spectral radius.
Then:
1. for every C,D ∈ Dn, t ∈ (0, 1),
log r(e(1−t)C+tDA) ≤ (1− t) log r(eCA) + t log r(eDA); (23)
2. if D1 −D2 is scalar, equality holds in (23);
3. the following are equivalent:
(a) A and A⊤A are irreducible;
(b) equality holds in (23) only if D1 −D2 is scalar;
(c) strict inequality holds in (23) for all pairs D1,D2 ∈ Dn for which
D1 −D2 is nonscalar.
The condition that A⊤A be irreducible in order to yield strict inequality also
arises in Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 of Cohen et al. [8]. It is notable that they arrive at
this condition through analytic means, rather than matrix-combinatorial path
used here. Specifically, A⊤A enters through the matrix norm ‖A‖ := r(A∗A),
where the complex conjugate A∗ = A⊤ when A is real.
In their Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, the condition that A⊤A be irreducible for
strict inequality is accompanied by the condition that A2 also be irreducible.
In Theorem 13, next, we shall see that irreducibility of both A2 and A⊤A is
equivalent to irreducibility of both A and A⊤A. It may therefore make sense
to call such matrices two-fold irreducible.
Definition 7 (Two-fold Irreducibility). A nonnegative square matrix A is called
two-fold irreducible if A and A⊤A are irreducible.
Two-fold irreducibility, then is the underlying condition that is necessary
and sufficient for strict inequality in Theorem 11 here, and in Lemmas 3, 4 and
5 of [8].
The proof of Theorem 13 requires the following theorem from [5] (restated
in [15, p. 29-10]), regarding the index of imprimitivity or period of A, which is
the greatest common divisor of the length of all cycles in A.
Theorem 12 (Brualdi and Ryser Theorem 3.4.5 [5]). Let A be an irreducible,
nonnegative matrix with index of imprimitivity γ ≥ 2. Let m be a positive
integer. Then Am is irreducible if and only if m and γ are relatively prime.
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Theorem 12 will be used in the proof of the following equivalence.
Theorem 13 (Two-fold Irreducibility). For a nonnegative square matrix A,
the following are equivalent:
1. A and A⊤A are irreducible;
2. A2 and A⊤A are irreducible;
3. A and AA⊤ are irreducible;
4. A2 and AA⊤ are irreducible;
5. A, A2, A⊤A, and AA⊤ are irreducible;
6. the directed graph of A is strongly connected and the simple bipartite graph
of A is connected.
Proof. If A2 is irreducible, then A is irreducible, so irreducibility of A2 and
A⊤A implies irreducibility of A and A⊤A, and irreducibility of A2 and AA⊤
irreducibility of A and AA⊤. Conversely, suppose that A is irreducible and A2
is reducible. Then by Theorem 12, 2 and the index of imprimitivity γ are not
relatively prime, hence 2 divides γ, which means γ ≥ 2 and A is imprimitive.
Hence A may be put into the following cyclic normal form by some permu-
tation matrix P ([2, Sec. 2.2]; [5, Sec. 3.4]; [19, Sec. 3.33.4]; restated in [15, p.
29-10]):
A = P⊤
[
0 B2
B1 0
]
P.
This yields
A⊤A = P⊤
[
0 B1
⊤
B2
⊤ 0
]
PP⊤
[
0 B2
B1 0
]
P = P⊤
[
B1
⊤B1 0
0 B2
⊤B2
]
P,
and
AA⊤ = P⊤
[
0 B2
B1 0
]
PP⊤
[
0 B1
⊤
B2
⊤ 0
]
P = P⊤
[
B2B2
⊤ 0
0 B1B1
⊤
]
P.
The presence of the two 0 block matrices makesA⊤A and AA⊤ reducible. Thus
for irreducible A, the assumption that A⊤A or AA⊤ are irreducible implies by
contrapositive inference that A2 is irreducible. Thus far it is shown 1 ⇐⇒ 2
and 3⇐⇒ 4.
In the bipartite graph of A, irreducibility of A⊤A means that the Y vertices
are connected. Irreducibility of A requires that each row have at least one pos-
itive element, and thus each X vertex is connected to the connected Y vertices,
making the entire bipartite graph connected, in particular the X vertices. Thus
AA⊤ is irreducible. Similarly, irreducibility of A requires that each column
have at least one positive element, so combined with irreducibility of AA⊤, the
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same argument yields that A⊤A is irreducible. This gives us 1⇐⇒ 3, and ties
together in equivalence 1, 2, 3, 4, hence 5. In addition, 1⇐⇒ 3 =⇒ 6.
Berman and Grone [1, Lemma 2.1] show that the bipartite graph of A is
connected if and only if AA⊤ and A⊤A are irreducible. Boche and Stanczak [3,
Theorem 3] show that for irreducible A the bipartite graph of A is connected
if and only if AA⊤ is irreducible. This combined with connectedness of the
directed graph of A gives us 6 =⇒ 1, 3. The equivalence of all the statements
is thus shown.
Remark 14. Shmuel Friedland (personal communication) conjectured 1 =⇒ 3.
Joel E. Cohen (personal communication) pointed out that a scrambling matrix
[12] will have irreducible AA⊤, since by definition, a scrambling has some k
such that AikAjk > 0 for every pair i 6= j, so this makes AA
⊤ strictly positive
off the diagonal, hence irreducible.
Remark 15. It should be noted that irreducibility of A⊤A and AA⊤ does not
imply irreducibility of A, as can be seen with the simplest example,
A =
[
1 0
1 1
]
,A⊤A =
[
2 1
1 1
]
,AA⊤ =
[
1 1
1 2
]
.
Remark 16. In a model of wireless network reception, Boche and Stanczak [3]
come close to stating results the same as Theorem 11. Their Theorem 1 is the
same as [10, Theorem 4.2] except that conditions for strict convexity are not
addressed. Strict convexity conditions are sought not for the spectral radius
itself, but for the shape of regions F in Dn that yield a bounded spectral radius,
F(A) := {D : r(eDA) ≤ 1} ⊂ Dn,
which comprise the feasible solutions to their signal-to-interference ratio opti-
mization problem. The diagonal matrices D that they consider [3, Appendix A,
p. 1516] are not entirely general, but fall within a set D ∈ S(A) derived as
S(A) :=
{
diag
[
log
xi
[Ax]i
]n
i=1
: x > 0
}
⊂ Dn.
They show that regionsF(A) are convex, and strictly convex providedA and
AA⊤ are irreducible. The core of their proof [3, Eq. (10), (11), and Appendix
B, p. 1517] utilizes the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on an expression essentially
the same as (10), but with exponent t = 1/2.
Remark 17. The product A⊤A plays an important role in Markov chains.
Kantrowitz et al. [16, Theorem 2.1] show that a column stochastic matrix A is
contractive if and only if A⊤A > 0; by contractive they mean ‖Au−Av‖1 <
‖u− v‖1 for all u 6= v, u,v ∈ Pn, where ‖u‖1 :=
∑n
i=1 |ui|, and Pn is the set
of probability vectors. Further, they show that Amx → v as m → ∞ for all
x ∈ Pn and some v ∈ Pn if and only if A is ‘eventually scrambling’ (my phrase
by analogy with ‘eventually positive’), i.e. there is some integer m such that
(Am)⊤Am > 0 [16, Theorem 2.3]. It is notable that the product AA⊤ does not
enter into these results.
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3.2 Ancillary Results
The paper is concluded with a number of additional results.
Proposition 18. Two-fold irreduciblity is monotonic in the sign pattern of a
nonnegative matrix A, i.e. if A has two-fold irreducibility, then changing an
element of A from 0 to a positive value maintains two-fold irreducibility.
Proof. This is immediate since the sign pattern of A⊤A is monotonic in the sign
pattern ofA, and irreducibility is monotonic in the sign pattern of a nonnegative
matrix.
It can also be seen through direct examination of (18). From Theorem 10,
two-fold irreducibility and therefore Property 1 implies for equality condition
(18) that Li = Lj for all i, j. Suppose that Aij = 0 and we change it to be
Aij > 0. This adds a new constraint to the equality conditions that ∆i =
logα+Lj−Li. However this equation is already satisfied when A has Property
1, which it does by hypothesis, and so the additional equation has no effect.
Proposition 19. Full indecomposability is sufficient but not necessary for two-
fold irreducibility.
Proof. Friedland [10, Theorem 4.2] proved that full indecomposability is suffi-
cient for Property 1. To prove that it is not necessary I construct a general
example of matrices that have Property 1, and thus are two-fold irreducible,
but which are partly decomposable. A specific example is illustrated or n = 5.
Without loss of generality 1 is used for the positive elements. Let
A =


0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0

 . (24)
A contains the 5-cycle, 5 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 which makes it irreducible.
Application of (18) to the bottom row’s 1s produces L1 = L2 = L3 = L4. The
top row gives L2 = L5. Thus all Li are equal, so ∆ = logα I. It is easily
verified that (A⊤A)2 > 0, hence A⊤A is irreducible.
A is partly decomposable, however, as can be seen from the permutation
matrix Q that rotates the rows up by one, since QA has 0-submatrices of size
k by 5− k for each k = 1, 2, 3, 4:
QA =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1

 .
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This example can be extended to any n as follows:


A1+(j mod n),j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n
Ani > 0, ∀i 6= n
A1,2 > 0,
Aij = 0, otherwise.
(25)
The condition A1+(jmod n),j > 0 for j = 1, . . . , n produces an n-cycle, which
makes A irreducible. The condition An,i > 0 ∀i 6= n makes all Li equal for
i = 1, . . . , n−1. Ln is brought into the equality with the condition A1,2 > 0,
which in combination with A1,n > 0 gives Ln = L2. Therefore, Li = L for
i = 1, . . . , n. Substitution in (18) gives ∆i = logα for i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore
the equality conditions (16) imply ∆ = logα I, so A has Property 1.
To verify that A constructed according to (25) is partly decomposable, we
note that applying a permutation Q that rotates the rows of A upward by 1
satisfies [QA]i,n = 0, i = 1, . . . , n−1. This is a n − 1 by 1 submatrix of zeros,
making A partly decomposable.
Proposition 20. Primitivity is necessary but not sufficient for two-fold irre-
ducibility.
Proof.
Primitivity is necessary for two-fold irreducibility. If A is irreducible but
imprimitive, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that PAP⊤ is in
cyclic normal form:
A = P⊤


0 0 · · · 0 0 Bγ
B1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 B2 · · · 0 0 0
· · ·
0 0 · · · Bγ−2 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 Bγ−1 0


P, (26)
where each 0 block along the diagonal is a square matrix of zeros, of possibly
different orders, while the Bh and 0 blocks off the diagonal are rectangular
matrices, and γ is the index of imprimitivity of A [15, p. 29-10]. This yields
A⊤A = P⊤


B1
⊤B1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 B2
⊤B2 · · · 0 0 0
· · ·
0 0 · · · Bγ−2
⊤Bγ−2 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 Bγ−1
⊤Bγ−1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 Bγ
⊤Bγ


P,
which shows A⊤A to be reducible. Therefore primitivity is necessary for two-
fold irreducibility.
Primitivity is not sufficient for two-fold irreducibility. To show this, a general
example is provided by the Wielandt matrix [16]. An n × n primitive matrix
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A is generated by taking an n-cycle graph and adding a shortcut edge so that
it gains a circuit of length n − 1. Since the greatest common factor of n and
n − 1 is 1, the adjacency matrix for this strongly connected directed graph is
aperiodic, hence it is primitive. The matrix has n + 1 positive elements. It is
specified by
A3,1 = 1, Aij = δi, 1+(j mod n) otherwise.
In the nth row, for j = 1, . . . , n,
[A⊤A]nj =
n∑
k=1
AknAkj =
n∑
k=1
δk, 1+(n mod n) δk, 1+(j mod n)
=
n∑
k=1
δk, 1 δk, 1+(j mod n) = δ1, 1+(j mod n) = δjn,
so row n has a 1 by n− 1 submatrix of zeros, making A⊤A reducible.
To show a concrete example, we add the shortcut 1 → 3 to the cycle 1 →
2→ 3 · · · → 5→ 1:
A =


0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

 , giving A
⊤A =


2 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

 ,
which is reducible. To summarize, primitivity ofA is necessary but not sufficient
to provide two-fold irreducibility.
Proposition 20 can be further illustrated with a completely worked-out exam-
ple. Consider a stochastic matrix whose graph comprises two cycles: 1→ 2→ 1
and 1→ 3→ 4→ 1:
A =


0 1 0 1
1/2 0 0 0
1/2 0 0 0
0 0 1 0


We confirm A is primitive by noting that the index of primitivity is the product
of the cycle periods 2 and 3 [15, p. 9-7], 2 ∗ 3 = 6, and A6 > 0:
A6 =


3/8 1/2 1/4 1/2
1/4 1/8 1/4 1/8
1/4 1/8 1/4 1/8
1/8 1/4 1/4 1/4

 .
The equality condition (18) for Aij 6= 0, j 6= i, is Di−Ci = logα+Lj−Li. The
five nonzero entries of A (A12, A14, A21, A31, A43) thus give five constraints as
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the equality conditions:
A12 : D1 − C1 = ∆1 = logα+ L2 − L1,
A14 : D1 − C1 = ∆1 = logα+ L4 − L1,
A21 : D2 − C2 = ∆2 = logα+ L1 − L2,
A31 : D3 − C3 = ∆3 = logα+ L1 − L3,
A43 : D4 − C4 = ∆4 = logα+ L3 − L4.
Since there are 5 constraints on 4 variables ∆i, 4 variables Li, and variable c,
there are at least 4 + 4 + 1 − 5 = 4 degrees of freedom in any solution. The
above system reduces to:
L4 = L2,
∆1 = logα+ L2 − L1,
∆2 = logα+ L1 − L2,
∆3 = logα+ L1 − L3,
∆4 = logα+ L3 − L2.
Thus we are free to specify α,L1, L2, L3, which includes values that make ∆ =
D−C nonscalar.
As a concrete example of nonscalar ∆, let α = e3, L1 = 1, L2 = −1,
and L3 = 2. Let Ci = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, so Di = ∆i. Then D = ∆ =
diag[(1, 5, 2, 6)] 6= c I for any c ∈ R. The equality condition is met in (1) if
φ(t) := (1−t) log r(eCA) + t log r(eDA)− log r(e(1−t)C+tDA) = 0.
Since C = 0, this simplifies to:
φ(t) = t log r(eDA)− log r(etDA).
It is readily verified that log r(eDA) = 3 and log r(etDA) = 3t, hence φ(t) = 0.
Thus the equality condition is met in (1) while A is primitive and D−C 6= c I
for any c ∈ R.
Proposition 21. A sign-symmetric nonnegative matrix is two-fold irreducible
if and only if it is primitive.
Proof. By Proposition 20, primitivity is necessary for two-fold irreducibility. It
remains to be proven that primitivity is sufficient here. A matrix B is two-
fold irreducible if and only if its sign pattern matrix, A, is two-fold irreducible.
A sign-symmetric matrix B by definition yields A = A⊤. Assume A to be
symmetric and primitive. Primitivity means there is some integer m ≥ 1 such
that Am > 0 [11, Theorem 8, p. 80], so clearly A2m > 0, hence A2 is primitive
as well [11, Corollary 1, p. 82]. Thus A⊤A = A2 is irreducible, hence B⊤B is
irreducible, making A and B two-fold irreducible.
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Proposition 22. An irreducible sign-symmetric nonnegative matrix is either
primitive or cyclic of period 2.
Proof. Let A be the sign pattern matrix for the matrix B. Clearly both B
and A share the same properties with respect to being irreducible, primitive,
or cyclic. Since A is irreducible, either A is primitive, or it is imprimitive with
index of imprimitivity γ ≥ 2. By [19, Sec. 3.33.4], permutation matrices exist
to put A into a cyclic normal form as in (26), and when γ is greater than 2,
into a non-symmetric cyclic normal form (with sub-diagonal blocks as can be
seen in (26)), in which case
PAP⊤ 6= (PAP⊤)⊤ = PA⊤P⊤. (27)
But then A 6= A⊤, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore either γ = 2, or A is
primitive.
Proposition 23. The adjacency matrix of a connected simple graph is primitive
if and only if the graph is not bipartite.
Proof. The adjacency matrix, A, of a connected simple graph is an irreducible
sign-symmetric nonnegative matrix, so Proposition 22 applies. The adjacency
matrix A of a bipartite graph can always be permuted into a cyclic normal form
of period 2, hence its period is always divisible by 2. But its period cannot be
greater than 2 because then A could be permuted into a non-symmetric cyclic
normal form, contrary to its symmetry. Therefore it is cyclic of period 2 if and
only if the graph is bipartite. By Proposition 22, if the adjacency matrix is not
bipartite, it is thus primitive.
Corollary 24. The adjacency matrix of a connected simple graph is two-fold
irreducible if and only if the graph is not bipartite.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of combining Proposition 21 and Proposition
23.
Remark 25. Joel E. Cohen (personal communication) wondered how much
of a gap there was between Friedland’s [10]’s condition that A be irreducible
and have positive diagonal elements, and the condition found here that A and
A⊤A be irreducible. He found that the gap was small — only one diagonal
element, in the case of an n-cycle permutation matrix augmented with positive
diagonal elements: one diagonal element may be set to zero while maintaining
the irreducibility of A⊤A, leaving 2n − 1 positive elements; but two diagonal
elements set to zero make A⊤A reducible.
The number 2n − 1 can be seen to derive from the requirement that the
bipartite graph of A be connected. The graph has 2n vertices, and 2n− 1 edges
are required to connect them. Any minimally connected graph must be a tree,
since an edge that is part of a cycle may be removed without disconnecting the
graph.
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The terms indecomposable [18] [4, p. 329] and chainable [13, 14] have been
used to refer to a matrix whose associated bipartite graph is connected. The first
use of ‘chainable’ appears to have been by Sinkhorn and Knopp [23] for square
matrices, and is defined to be the case where, for any two nonzero elements
Ai1j1 , Aikjk , there is a sequence Ai1j1 , . . . , Aikjk of nonzero elements satisfying
it = it+1 or jt = jt+1. Hartfiel and Maxson [13] modify ‘chainable’ to apply to
(0, 1)-matrices of order m × n, excluding matrices with a row or column of all
zeros. In their Theorem 1.2 they show that the bipartite graph associated with
the matrix is connected if and only if the matrix is chainable. In their Lemma
1.1, they show that A is chainable if and only if no permutation matrices P and
Q can produce the block form
PAQ =
[
A1 0
0 A2
]
.
It is this property that Hershkowitz et al. [14, Definition 2.12] use to actually
define chainable matrices. In an earlier paper [18], matrices defined by this
property are referred to as ‘indecomposable’, and this usage is maintained in [4,
p. 340]. ‘Indecomposable’ may cause confusion, however, because a matrix such
as (24) is then an ‘indecomposable partly-decomposable matrix’. ‘Chainable’
is free of this seeming contradiction. (Other similarly confusing terminology
remains; for example, that irreducible matrices are completely reducible [9, p.
127]).
Proposition 26. If A is two-fold irreducible but not fully indecomposable, then
there is no doubly stochastic matrix with the same sign pattern as A.
Proof. This statement is simply a contrapositive of [23, Lemma 1]: A nonneg-
ative matrix A is fully indecomposable if and only if it is chainable and has
doubly stochastic pattern. Hence, if a matrix is not fully indecomposable, one
or the other of the two properties must be violated; since two-fold irreducible
matrices are chainable, then the sign pattern must not be doubly stochastic if
the matrix is to be partly decomposable.
A memorable way to characterize chainable matrices introduced by Sinkhorn
and Knopp [23, p. 68] is that a path can be made between any two nonzero
elements by moving as a rook does in chess from one nonzero element to an-
other. Irreducible matrices can be characterized in a corresponding way with
the following kind of move:
Proposition 27 (Board Moves for Irreducibility). For a square matrix, starting
with one nonzero element, let a sequence of nonzero elements be generated using
moves with the following structure:
1. move to the reflection of the element’s position across the diagonal;
2. move horizontally to a nonzero element.
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A matrix is irreducible if and only there is a sequence of such moves from any
nonzero element to any other nonzero element, and every row and every column
has a nonzero element. Equivalently, move 2 may be replaced with all vertical
moves.
Proof. Starting from nonzero element Ak1,k2 , reflection across the diagonal
means going from position (k1, k2) to (k2, k1). The horizontal move then takes
one from (k2, k1) to a nonzero element Ak2,k3 if such exists. Reflection takes one
to (k3, k2), and the next horizontal move takes one to a nonzero element Ak3,k4 ,
etc.. The sequence of nonzero elements generated by moves 1 and 2 therefore
has the form (Ak1k2 , Ak2k3 , . . . , Akp−1kp).
Suppose that such a sequence exists from any nonzero Ai1j1 to any nonzero
Ai2j2 and that every row and every column has at least one nonzero element.
Then for any pair (i, j) there are nonzero elements Aih and Akj for some h, k ∈
1, . . . , n. Since there is a sequence of nonzero elements between Aih and Akj ,
the condition for irreducibility in Theorem 3 is met.
Conversely, suppose that A is irreducible. Since there is a sequence
of nonzero elements from every i to every j, there must be a nonzero el-
ement in each row i and each column j. Suppose that Ai1i2 and Aj1j2
are nonzero. By Theorem 3 there is a path of nonzero elements from i2
to j1, (Ai2k1 , Ak1k2 , . . . , Akpj1). This path joins Ai1i2 and Aj1j2 to create
(Ai1i2 , Ai2k1 , Ak1k2 , . . . , Akpj1 , Aj1j2), which shows that any pair of nonzero ele-
ments Ai1i2 and Aj1j2 can be connected by a sequence of nonzero elements as
generated by moves 1 and 2.
A sequence of moves on A is equivalent to a sequence of moves on A⊤ where
horizontal moves are replaced by vertical moves for step 2. SinceA is irreducible
if and only if A⊤ is irreducible, horizontal moves in step 2 may be replaced by
vertical moves in the Proposition.
Useful reviews of the properties of chainable matrices can be found in [21,
Chapter 5] and [4, Chapter 8]. Chainable matrices are also to be found under
the rubric of ‘transportation polytopes’, and in particular are a means to char-
acterize the nondegenerate polytopes [4, Chapter 8]. The extreme points of the
polytope of square matrices have 2n − 1 positive elements ([21, p. 160]; [4, p.
340]).
The two-fold irreducible matrices that appear here are the intersection be-
tween the chainable and the irreducible nonnegative matrices. Further charac-
terization of this intersection may prove of value.
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